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LCN server: how to stand out
from the pack
In these days if digital television, the first thing
apparent
to
everyone
(viewers
and
broadcasters) is that we don't have anymore a
fairly fixed service list in the user decoders.
There are many reasons for this mess. First of
all, digital television compression permits an
higher number of services in the same
bandwidth by a factor of 4. We were used to
live with 16 different programs, now we could
get more than sixty.
In the early daus of digital tv, the first time automatic tuning function, in the decoder, was
going to sort services based on the program frequency, from the lower to the higher ones.
Every user, to get his best program sort, then, should have been re-arranging the listing,
wading through complex menus of the decoder. That was an unacceptable way to deal
with this problem.
So a new standard has been made available, and it's called Logical Channel Numbering
LCN.
With Avalpa LCN server you can give your viewers an easy way to put your services just
at the right position in the channel list.
For example, your main service should ask for position nr. 8, just one button away from
your user fingers!, the kid channel for position nr. 15 and the sport channel should aim
for nr. 23.
Otherwise, if you don't set this LCN option on your broacast network, your programs will
end buried in the pack of the too many undistinguished broadcasters, in the range
between number 800-899. This would be a real pity for your audience..

Basic rules of the LCN service
LCN is the standard way to let your broadcast services ask for the best numbers in the
decoder list, during the first time setup phase..
LCN feature, of course, works on decoders that are LCN compatible (see below for the
standard reference), usually all the decoder with a fairly recent firmware are LCN
compatible.
When two different broadcasts try to acquire the same selection number (LCN collision),
the user should be asked to decide which one to permit get the number. (at least you have
a chance, here!)
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Standard features available of the LCN Server

Linux server

The system runs on a stable, reliable, affordable Operative
System, it uses rack mountable HW for a solid setup into
broadcaster premises.

No moving part

To achieve a greater service availability, there are less
moving parts (the one that break down for first in every set
up), i.e. No hard disk, but a solid state disk.

DVB interface

We use an ASI interface to feed the service info about your
network into the multiplexer. It's the standard and realiable
link.

Configuration

The LCN setup can be done during system provisioning in the
factory or after the installation, depending on user request.

Management

The system can be remotely controlled from an IP network
with standard tools (ssh, ftp)

Upgrade

The system can be upgraded remotely without bring
the hardware out of the rack.

Lcn standard and technicalities
LCN Server is compliant with the features described in the DGTVI D-BOOK
ver 1.

Call to action now!
If you want to stand out the pack in the digital tv crowd, LCN Server is the feature you are
going after. Don't wait too much; other broacasters could already be putting their hands
on your preferred position!
If you want more info, talk about your specific issues, have a demo of the system in action
or get a quotation for a solution tailored to your exact requirements, please write us at
info@avalpa.com or phone at +39 0514187531.

